India Giving Cup 2019
Starting June 3rd- July 6th, 2019, along with the ICC Cricket World Cup 2019, India
Giving Cup will reward the leading non-profits on each day.
The organization that wins maximum such rewards in the above-mentioned
duration will be declared ‘NGO of the Tournament’ and will be entitled for ₹1 Lakh
additional reward.

Terms and Conditions
1. ‘India Giving Cup' begins Monday, June 3rd, 00:00 hrs and ends Saturday, July
6th, 23:59 hrs
2. All participants are required to register for ‘India Giving Cup’. In case you
haven’t yet, you can register here: https://bit.ly/2K6WQci
3. To be eligible for the daily rewards under 'India Giving Cup', a non-profit
must raise a minimum of ₹50,000 on that day
4. The non-profit with the maximum amount raised on each day from June 3rdJuly 6th, 2019 shall be declared the contest winner for the respective day(s)
5. The contest winner on each day from June 3rd-July 6th (excluding the days
India wins its World Cup fixtures), 2019 shall be eligible for a 10% reward up
to ₹10,000
6. The contest winner on each day when India WINS its World Cup fixtures shall
be eligible for a 20% reward up to ₹20,000. For details on India’s fixtures in
the ICC Cricket World Cup 2019, click https://bit.ly/2vJZaxk
7. The non-profit that wins the daily reward the maximum times from June 3rdJuly 6th, 2019 shall be declared the ‘NGO of the Tournament’ and will be
entitled for a bonus ₹1 Lakh reward
8. The non-profit with the second highest number of daily reward wins between
June 3rd- July 6th, 2019 will be entitled for a bonus ₹50,000 reward
9. In case of a tie for the positions mentioned above, the cumulative amount
raised by the concerned non-profit(s) shall be considered for declaration of
the winners and the organization with the higher amount will be rewarded
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10. In a specific case of a tie for the ‘NGO of the Tournament’ position, the
organization with the higher cumulative fundraised amount shall be entitled
for the ₹1 Lakh reward, while the non-profit with the lower amount would
win the second bonus ₹50,000 reward
11. There is no limitation on the number of days an organization can win daily
rewards in 'India Giving Cup’
12. The donations can be made in both Indian and foreign currencies (provided
the non-profit has a valid FCRA certificate listed with LetzChange)
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